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Digital Summit & Awards 
The Office of the CIO had a 
significant leadership role at this 
year’s 2019 Los Angeles Digital Gov’t 
Summit. We were excited to be able 
to present about mobility and our 
strategic goals, put design thinking 
into practice, as well as participate in 
a panel about ‘Getting the Most out 
of your Data’, and helping lead a 
cybersecurity tabletop presentation! 

“OCIO is moving to the Hall of Records – 
right across from the Civic Center/Grand 
Park metro stop!  The new location is 
much more accessible for staff who take 
the Metro – or who want to start!” – 
Rachel Bryant “The OCIO is joining the ranks of Google, 

Microsoft, and other Tech firms and 
moving to an open concept office space 
within the newly remodeled 7th floor of 
the Los Angeles County Hall of Records 
Building in #DTLA.  It is a great 
opportunity to model our #mobility IT 
strategic goal while increasing the 
#collaboration and #productivity of our 
high-performance teams.” – Bill Kehoe 

OCIO Summer Move! 

“Challenge, Change, Courage, and 
Life - "When we least expect it, 
life sets us a challenge to test our 
courage and willingness to 
change, change is always good, 
embrace it!!" - Patricia Almaguer 

Office of the CIO is sad to 
say goodbye to our 

Deputy Chief Information 
Security Officer Erick 

Weber but wish him the 
best of luck on the next 

chapter in his life! 

Saying Goodbye 

Business Process Mapping Workshop 
The Employment and Homelessness Taskforce (EHT) was launched by Chief Executive 
Office (CEO) Homeless Initiative to align the homeless, public benefits, and workforce 
systems to better meet the needs of homeless job seekers, starting with two regional 
clusters as pilots prior to broader County implementation. Irene Vidyanti and Ricardo 
Basurto-Davila from Analytical Center of Excellence (ACE), in partnership with 
Corporation for Supportive Housing, are developing business process maps of homeless 
job-seeker client flows within and between each and these three systems for these two 
regional clusters. The resulting process maps will be used to assess where employment 
linkages could be formed, improved, or prioritized to improve job placement outcomes.  
 


